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kept on leads. Meanwhile please collect and remove dog waste for safe disposal.

is from here that the circular walk begins.

Please note, this is a route especially suitable for walkers, and due to steps, stiles and kissing gates, other users may not be able to negotiate some parts of it. The route can be shortened into smaller sections by following directional waymarkers back to the start / finish at Newbyres Castle.

By following directional waymarkers back, to the start / finish of it. The route can be shortened into smaller sections for walkers, and due to steps, stiles and kissing gates, other users may not be able to negotiate some parts of it. The route can be shortened into smaller sections by following directional waymarkers back to the start / finish at Newbyres Castle.

The Gore Way is a linear walk of about 3.5 miles following the Gore Water from Trotter’s Bridge, to the vicinity of Borthwick Castle.

Please note, there is limited parking at Trotter’s Bridge, but none at the Borthwick end. X95 bus service is available on the A7 at Middleton.
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